Our main question is concerned with results of simulations. Authors admit that they observed that 'the relaxation of enthalpy and volume do not show the same trend'.
Basically, enthalpy is extensive thermodynamics state variable defined as the sum of internal energy and product of pressure and system's volume:
H=U+pV
At constant pressure and temperature, enthalpy is simply proportional to volume, therefore a situation where relaxation of volume and enthalpy do not show the same trend is impossible even theoretically. Authors are hinting that certain microscopic 'residual thermal excitations' of Equally, the discussion part of the Letter is questionable. As was shown above, the only species capable to diffuse in glass at ambient temperature are alkali cations. However, authors speculate that relaxation of compression stress in glass arising from replacement of smaller cations for larger ones, and tension stress arising from replacement of larger cations for smaller ones can occur via certain "diffusion" of local deformations (referred to as "excitations") through glass network and their mutual annihilation. This speculation ignores the fact that local stress can involve up to several coordination shells around cation-centered polyhedra [10] . The "diffusion" of "excitations" of such size demands spatial rearrangement of relatively large volume of network which assumes viscous relaxation behavior. However, at ambient temperature, glass network exhibits brittle-elastic and not viscous response to stress. Moreover, calculated differential stress (approx. 4.7 GPa, see Fig 3d) cannot, in principle, be absorbed by rigid glass matrix without its damage which occurs via formation of pairs of structural defects, oxygen vacancies and non-bridging oxygen anions [11] . Most vividly this effect manifests itself in glasses subjected to ion exchange in molten salt both for smaller-for-larger and larger-forsmaller cation inter-replacement [12] [13] [14] [15] . Generation of defects causes compaction of glasses which, in fact, is the real cause of the 'thermometer effect' [16] . MD simulations confirm that defect-induced compaction of glasses occurs regardless of means of defect introduction [17] .
Authors speculate, also, that the 'coexistence of atomic units that are under compression or tension can also explain the decrease in the mobility of the alkali atoms in mixed glasses, which results in minima in conductivity and diffusion coefficients'. Actually, it is proven that tension stress enhances ionic mobility. The theory indeed predicts cations' mobility reduction under compression stress by restricting the amount of volume available [19, 20] , however it is established that in mixed alkali glasses ionic mobility decreases by significantly larger factor than the theory predicts [19] . [6] H. Rötger, Glastech. Ber. 19, 192 (1941) .
[7] D.E. Day and G.E. Rindone, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 45, 496 (1962) .
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